
Instructions for I5 MinicomPuter

Precautions

1. Please use built-in extemal power 5Y 2.5A adapter of original computer. Do

not connect with any other power source to avoid mainboard bumout.

2. When connecting with HDMI, do not connect or unplug HDMI line after

starting the computer. It must be connected before starting computer and TV to

prevent from TV bumout.

3. Do not simultaneously connect HDMI and VGA, unless you are proficient in

computer setting, and separate connection with one of them will be more

convenient for your use.

4. It is normal ifthe surface of chassis is relatively heated when using. Computer

without fan employs chassis for heat dissipation, with its surface temperatre

same as that of CPU and it is normal if human hand feels heated, which brings no

impact on machine stability and life. Please feel relieved to use

Please pay affention to the computer interface when using,

with corresponding equipment and connection accessed

successively
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l. On the chassis has obvious logo, use the USB keyboard or mouse, keyboard or

use wireless keyboard is more convenient, directly plugged into the back of the

USB interface can be automatically identified

2. The backend interface is: the string mouth, display interface, VGA or HDMI,
power supply interface, if you use HDMI voice automatically ouput to the TV
don't have to pick up computer speakers. When using the VGA to connect SPK

interface by computer speakers sound again. All linked by later switch power

supply, switch is located in the front small button

3. If you want to use WIFI, please tighten the random antenna to the fuselage

joint on copper, screws into solid

Set screw fixed so far tighter good contacts.

As shown in figure, the front button to switch, holes for the boot after power light



Use after period oftime ifyou feel too muchjunk files, the problem such as slow,

you can Try to reinstall system. At the same time we have ghost more than 32 gb

solid-state disk configuration system. A key to restore to the original pure system.

If your machine has a ghost, tend to have a WORD file on the desktop, ghost

instructions. Open the method is right automatically reinstall into pure system

If you don't want to use this system, also can reinstall another system, you can

use U disk to start install themselves again, U disk can be made of cabbage

starhrp disk. If it is a CD installation, an external USB drive. Do you want to buy

the corresponding accessories

Installation process from the U disk or starl from the light, as long as the press

F1l immediately when tumed on the computer, can appear boot menu selection,

select the U disk or drive you want to start the retum can again. Below is only

two options, ifyou access to the U disk, U disk will appear in the list below, use

of the keybord direction arrow keys to select your U disk can from U disk PE to

start the installation system

If you want to set to boot into the BIOS Settings interface is just boot

immediately press Fll, such as choosing the most a Enter Setup below to access

the BIOS Settings interface. The following figure


